formerly Lawrnece Miller & Co.

December 2017
Dear valued customers, clients, and friends,
We are excited to share with you that we are reorganizing our business here at 121 South Royal Street.
We will continue to offer full jewelry and silversmithing services under our new name Alexandria & Co. Starting in
January 2018, you’ll notice new branding under Alx&Co.
Lawrence Miller will continue to provide high quality silver restoration while maintaining a close working relationship
with Alx&Co. These services will be fulfilled in our first floor workshop, which will feature a new reception space for
taking in all related projects. We will also be limiting our silver drop-off and pick-up days to two days a week for general services, and by appointment only for any complex or specialized silversmithing jobs.
In order to support the tremendous growth we have seen for custom jewelry, we will provide all jewelry design and
repair consultations on the second and third floors in our newly updated Design Studio which will re-open after renovations in early 2018. Our hours are changing slightly for these services as well.
We are introducing these changes primarily to ensure that Tim, Lawrence, and the rest of our staff have more time to
focus on their craft. Please take a look at the enclosed weekly schedule to see our Workshop and our Design Studio’s
respective modified hours which will commence on January 1, 2018.
While we aren’t officially moving, we are changing our entrance and primary retail space. Starting in January 2018, our
entry door will be 121-B South Royal Street, the left-hand door as you face the building. You will walk through this
hallway to get to our first-floor Workshop or upstairs Design Studio, depending on which services you need. Our
current downstairs retail space will soon be rented to a new local small business.
Our renovations and schedule changes will start in January 2018 but our work for you will continue without interruption. We aren’t being bought out, we aren’t changing our services, nor are we changing ownership. We’ll continue to be
the same small business you have come to rely on and our same team will continue to provide the very best repair,
restoration, and design services on which we have built our reputation.
In the coming weeks, please refer to our website for more details on our new daily operations and hours.
We look forward to many more years of serving as your trusted jewelers and silversmiths, and all of us appreciate the
incredible support you have provided throughout our tenure as Lawrence Miller & Co.
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